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                      GRAMMAR    
     Words followed by preposition

Prepositions cannot be learnt only
through use. Since they are so many and
we have to use them in different contexts,
you will have to store them in your mind
also. Read the following prepositions and
memorize them.

Ability for or in some work
Abundance of food
Accede to a request
Acquaintance with a person
Care for safety
Complaint against a person
Contempt for a person
Compensation for loss
Contribution to a fund
Controversy on a subject
Drive at a point
Duty to a person
conviction of guilt



Affection for a person
Admission into a college
Agree with a person
Application to books
Attention to study
Aversion to or from a person or a thing
Battle with anyone
Blindness to one's own faults
Capacity for mathematics
Cause of trouble
Charge of murder
Consult with a person
Contact with somebody
Converse with a person
Cure a man of a disease
Cut a thing in or to pieces
Control over a person
Copy from nature
Correspondence with a person
Abstinence from wine
Access to a person or place
Accession to the throne
Accuse of murder
Admission to a plan or a society
Advance of learning
Agree to a proposal
Attachment to a person
Apologise to a person
Attraction to or towards a thing
Bias towards a thing
Candidate for election



             Practice Set

Q. 1. Fill in the blanks with suitable
prepositions

1. The calculator is ......... the table.
2. He was angry ..............me.
3. That man is found guilty...... theft.
4. Your teacher is not satisfied............ your
    study.
5. He should take care........... his health.
6 Mukesh travelled........... train.
7. She jumped.. .........the well
8. You must beware.......... tigers.
9. He quarrelled.......... my brother.
10. The thieves broke.......... his house.
11. R.K. Thakur is senior ................. me.
12. Meena is satisfied........... her husband.
13 His wife died.......... cancer.
14. My father was acquainted......... him.
15. He prefers tea........... coffee.
16. I am fond ..... ......music.
17.My wife has been suffering ..........fever
    for two days.
18. The teacher congratulated her ....... her
     success.
19. Gandhijee was born............ 1869.
20. The aeroplane was flying.......... the
    clouds.



21. The police inspector enquired...... the
case.
22. His beloved prevented him..... going
there.
23. The car is running..... seventy
kilometres an hour.
24. He complained........... his classmate.
25. Distribute these apples. ............. the
    children.


